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Seyma Bayazit is researcher and lecturer as Assistant Professor at the Faculty
of Maritime, Bandirma Onyedi Eylul University. She has Ph.D thesis on cruise
port identity for Bodrum. For more than 6 years, her research has been
focused on maritime transportation engineering, marine and coastal tourism,
cruise tourism, GIS applications for maritime, multicriteria decision making and
blue voyage. Her objective is to develop new methods for the measurable
identification and management of local identities of port destinations and
implement practices to ensure the sustainability of local identities.
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Tourism to support local communities, culture & tradition
Tourism to support nature and biodiversity

Considering a common definition of identity for Bodrum

Bodrum is an historical harbour-city faces the loss of its seaport identity despite the
Port plays an essential socio-economic and cultural role for locals from the past to
the present. Today, tourism in Bodrum doesn't overlap with its real identity. While
domestic-foreign tourists perceived the Bodrum's identity mostly as sea-sand-sun
and nightlife, the local group stresses history, culture, nature.
A local-group was established from destination stakeholders (incl. experts and
NGOs). The group was asked to define the real identity of Bodrum. A survey was
conducted with local people. Quantitative and qualitative analyzes were done to
find out the importance of criteria which constitute the port identity and to
determine a common definition of the identity in a proper manner.
According to results, 8 of 10 port identity criteria defined the identity of Bodrum.
The criteria determine the identity by 80% were found as historical (25%), natural
(20%), endemic (19%) places and coasts-beaches (7%). The Municipality, the
Promotion Foundation and tourism professional organizations have decided to
revise their strategies to promote Bodrum.
Key Success Factors; The willingness of destination stakeholders in unearthing the
real identity; High consensus rate on the criteria found in the destination while
defining its identity; The destination has many identity elements which have not
customer visibility but available.
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